
Pure Potential: 

Discover, Plan & Achieve Your Goals

How To Take The Lead In Life & Work

Some questions I hear a lot:

● How do I wake up excited to get to work … every day?

● How do I get the most out of myself 

and the people around me?

● How can I reach my true potential? And in fact, 

how do I even know what that might be!?

● How do I stand out to be remarkable in my field?

It’s simpler than we think. 

It involves taking the lead in your own life & work.

But “leadership” and “labels” are not the same thing ...

“You may define our positions as you please. But I’ll remind you that 

the nature of a thing is not changed by the name you give it.”

- Raphael Sabatini, Captain Blood

Half or Full-Day Interactive Coaching 

Workshop / Bootcamp
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The way to differentiate yourself 

is to be yourself.

From the start, we’re asked what we want to do 

and what we want to be.  It’s not the right question 

for reaching your pure potential...

Some of what we’ll cover:

● The #1 question that needs to be asked and answered, 

over and over and over again.

● How to get clear on what matters most to you 

& how to align your goals accordingly.

● A simple system to set, work at and track your goals 

(annual, monthly, weekly, daily).

● How tracking little steps helps achieve BIG dreams.

● 12+ tips for manifesting your goals & dreams.

● What it really means to take ‘the lead” in your life & 

work, and why we must to unlock our true potential.

● What will happen if you don’t take the lead in your life.

● Why we must think creativity over competition.
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Take hold of your compass!

Discover the “Power of Four.”

Results come to those who take action. 

Therefore, it’s my goal to have you come away from this session 

with the belief that you can achieve what you want 

and the tools you need to take you there.

Like the four points of a compass, the four keys in each of these 

areas will help to keep your actions balanced & on track:

Systems & Tools you’ll take with you:

● The 4 Keys to Contentment to help 

navigate change & adversity.

● The 4 Pillars to Positive Results to help keep you 

in alignment with achieving your goals.

● The 4-Step Cycle of ongoing growth.

● The 4 key things to always be asking yourself 

to keep yourself content while moving forward.
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It’s time to write 

your own script.

Other available Bootcamps:

Navigating Change: The Keys To Sustainable Productivity 

& Organizational Effectiveness

Digital Marketing Decoded + How To Generate Revenue Online

Gear Up Your Marketing Results: The Advertising Tune-up

Contact Kevin Bulmer to check availability 

& book your Bootcamp:

Phone: (226) 884-7129 | Email: kevin@kevinbulmer.com
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